My Visit to
THE AMAZING WORLD OF
DR. SEUSS MUSEUM
I can visit The Amazing World of Dr. Seuss Museum. We will enter the building under the **BIG BLUE ARCH**.

When I enter the building I will show the security guard my **WRISTBAND** and hand them my timed **TICKET**.
This museum is very **COLORFUL AND BRIGHT**. There are many pictures from Dr. Seuss’s books drawn on the walls. The museum is exciting and can be loud.

This museum is very popular. I may need to **TAKE TURNS** with other visitors and be **PATIENT**.
The FIRST FLOOR has many fun exhibits.

I can touch everything on the first floor. I can sit next to the CAT IN THE HAT or even ride a MOTORCYCLE.
There are two large RESTROOMS located on the first floor.

These restrooms have AIR HAND DRYERS which are loud. During Sensory Friendly Saturdays, PAPER TOWELS will also available in these bathrooms.
I can use the **STAIRS** or the **ELEVATOR** to explore the three floors of the museum.
On the first floor I can draw on a large TV or play in a BAKERY.

There are lots of fun toys to play with. These toys have to stay at the museum so other visitors can play with them, too.
There will be lots of **BUTTONS** I can push. They will make different **NOISES**. Some of the exhibits I will see have **SCREENS** and sounds as I play the game.
There are **BOOKS** all around the museum with places I can sit and **READ**. These books stay at the museum for others to read.
The **CAT’S CORNER** is on the **LOWER LEVEL**. There is a new project I can make each week. Projects often involve **CUTTING, COLORING**, and **GLUING**. I don’t have to do the activity if I do not want to.

There are also more **BOOKS** to read and silly **MIRRORS**.
The **SECOND FLOOR** has many important objects from Dr. Seuss’s house in California.

I can **LOOK** but not touch on the second floor.
In the **TED2TED GALLERY** there is a book nook. I can wear **HEADPHONES** and listen to one of Dr. Seuss’s books as I read along.
I had a great day at

THE AMAZING WORLD OF DR. SEUSS MUSEUM!